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Abstract  

The current dissertation discusses the opportunities and challenges of cross-cultural research 

on children’s executive functions (EF). A systematic review was conducted to gain a nuanced 

understanding of similarities and distinctions across countries in children’s EF development. 

Previous studies indicate that young children from East Asia outperform counterparts from 

Europe and North America on EF tasks. This dissertation focuses specifically on EF 

performance of children from Hong Kong and Germany across early and middle childhood and 

examines if the previously reported East Asian advantage is also manifest in comparisons 

between children from these two contexts. Measurement invariance of direct assessment EF 

tasks across preschoolers from Hong Kong and Germany was tested. The findings suggest that 

EF measurement at preschool age is likely equivalent across the two contexts. Further, EF 

performance levels of primary school children from Hong Kong and Germany were contrasted. 

Contrary to the hypothesis and previous research, the results show no significant differences in 

EF performance between the children from the two contexts, suggesting that features specific 

to Hong Kong and Germany underlie this finding. In sum, the results provide evidence 

supporting the relevance of taking the cultural context into account when assessing EF across 

early and middle childhood.  
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Preface 

“It would hardly be fish who discovered the existence of water.” 
Kluckhohn, 1949, p.11 (as cited in Rogoff, 2003) 

Cross-cultural research offers unique opportunities. In particular, it facilitates the possibility to 

test our assumptions of universality of findings across different cultural contexts. Further, the 

outlook towards different cultures allows us to reflect on what we consider self-evident. By 

means of comparison, fish might be ignorant of the existence of water by which they are 

surrounded because they are unaware of other species living on land breathing in oxygen from 

the air. Hence, we too need to step outside of our own cultural boundaries to test if the 

developmental processes we consider self-evident might in fact vary across cultures.  

Through the means of cross-cultural research, we can better our understanding of human 

developmental processes by studying similarities and differences in development across 

cultures. A developmental psychologist, for example, who is interested in cross-cultural 

variation might ask: Do children around the world all learn to talk at the same age? While an 

educational psychologist on the other hand might wonder whether children’s transition into 

formal schooling environments is linked with similar developmental gains and challenges 

across different cultures. Both of these scholars require a unique set of skills in order to examine 

developmental variation between the cultures in question. First, both need to inhibit their own 

assumptions about children’s development and children’s interactions with caregivers in order 

to observe the novel cultural settings. Second, they need to constantly update their own mental 

representation to hold the new information they acquire in mind. The scholars would need to 

replace old, no longer applicable, assumptions with newly gained information. Once the two 

scholars have achieved such a comparative insight into both, their culture of origin and the 

novel culture, they ultimately might be able to shift back and forth between the cognitive 

representations of the different cultural norms and customs. In the figurative sense, this 

portrayed constellation of competencies presents an example of what is known in cognitive 

psychology as executive functions. The term characterizes a set of closely linked cognitive skills, 

namely inhibition, updating, and shifting. 

The current dissertation examines evidence of cross-cultural variation in children’s executive 

functions development. In particular, I focus on executive functions development in children 

from Hong Kong and Germany during early and middle childhood. My hope is that this 

dissertation will provide new insights and directions for future research to the field.
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1. Introduction 

Around the turn of the millennium the results of the first PISA (Programme for International 

Student Assessment) study documented that children from Germany scored lower on 

mathematics, reading, and science assessments than the OECD (Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development) member countries’ average (OECD, 2001). These results 

shook educators, policy makers, and the general public in Germany, coining the term PISA 

shock (Oberhuemer, 2005). Following the PISA shock, a shift of focus in educational policy 

resulted in Germany towards strengthening early childhood education and fostering early 

predictors of academic achievement (Oberhuemer, 2005). Furthermore, recent PISA results 

suggest that children from East Asia in particular (inter alia Hong Kong) presently outperform 

age-matched counterparts from many European and North American countries, inter alia 

Germany (OECD, 2019). Thus, aiming to understand these discrepancies, in recent years the 

focus of many educational scholars has turned east. Against this backdrop, scientists are 

examining cross-cultural differences in children’s cognitive development. 

One vital aspect of children’s cognitive development during early childhood is known as 

executive functions (EF). The term EF characterizes a set of top-down cognitive skills which 

are imperative to goal-directed behavior, such as problem solving, staying focused and on-task, 

planning, and anticipating possible courses of action (Diamond, 2013; Eisenberg & Zhou, 2016; 

Hughes, 2011). EF is regarded as a facet of self-regulation and describes an umbrella term for 

cognitive self-regulatory skills (Bernier et al., 2010; Blair & Razza, 2007; Jones et al., 2016; 

Kochanska et al., 2000). EF facilitates the ability to inhibit a dominant response in favor of a 

purposeful and goal-oriented response, to monitor and update new information relevant to goal-

directed behavior, and to shift between alternative strategies and rules (Allan et al., 2014; Blair 

et al., 2005; Carlson & Moses, 2001; Lee et al., 2013; St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006). 

EF has metaphorically been described as the brain’s airport traffic control system (Center on 

the Developing Child at Harvard University, 2011) and its functionality has been compared to 

the role of a conductor of an orchestra (Clark et al., 2016).  

EF is closely associated with school readiness and school performance (Blair, 2002; 

McClelland et al., 2007; Zelazo et al., 2016). EF skills at preschool age have been identified as 

a strong predictor of later academic achievement (Blair et al., 2015; Bull & Lee, 2014; Follmer, 

2018; Fuhs et al., 2014; Gestsdottir et al., 2014; McClelland et al., 2006; Zelazo et al., 2016). 

The results of Morgan and colleagues (2019) show that EF assessed at the age of 5 to 6 

positively and significantly predicted reading, mathematics, and science achievement two years 
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later, while extensively controlling for a number of domain-specific and domain-general 

variables (Morgan et al., 2019). Due to the strong link between EF and school performance, 

improving EF might play a role in fostering academic achievement of disadvantaged children 

(Weixler, 2012). In fact, low EF has been identified as a marker for risk of academic difficulties 

(McClelland et al., 2000; Morgan et al., 2017; Roethlisberger et al., 2013). The strong link 

between EF and academic achievement has been found in samples of children from Europe, 

North America, and East Asia alike (Ellefson et al., 2020; Georgiou et al., 2020; Lan et al., 

2011).  

Sabbagh and colleagues (2006) were among the first researchers to assess variations in 

children’s EF development across different countries. The scholars found that preschoolers 

from China significantly outperformed age-matched U.S. American counterparts on several EF 

tasks. The Chinese preschool children were shown to be ahead of the U.S. American children 

by around six months of development (Sabbagh et al., 2006). These findings sparked further 

investigation. To date, a small body of cross-cultural research documents developmental 

advantages of children from East Asia on direct EF assessment tasks compared to counterparts 

from Europe and North America (Ellefson et al., 2017; Oh & Lewis, 2008; Schmitt et al., 2019; 

Wang et al., 2016). 

Yet, to the best of my knowledge, all previous studies have solely compared EF performance 

of Anglo-American populations (children from the United States, Canada, and the United 

Kingdom) to children from East Asia. Consequently, we do not know if or to what degree the 

developmental lead of East Asian children relates to other Western populations. In addition, the 

vast majority of cross-cultural studies on children’s EF development to date has focused 

exclusively on preschoolers. However, an examination of EF development in children across 

cultural contexts during the primary school years may offer pertinent new perspectives for 

understanding the influence of cross-cultural variations in educational settings on EF 

development. Within the framework of this dissertation, I aim to address these limitations in 

the existing literature by investigating EF development in preschool and primary school 

children from Hong Kong and Germany. The current dissertation is guided by the following 

research question: Is the previously reported East Asian advantage in EF development manifest 

in comparisons between children from Hong Kong and Germany?  

Furthermore, as part of this dissertation I aim to offer novel and beneficial findings regarding 

overarching research questions: To what degree and through which pathways do variations in 

cultural context factors (inter alia educational approach, curriculum, parenting factors, social 

norms and values) influence children’s EF development? How can this knowledge be 
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implemented to aid interventions and policy aiming to improve EF development for the goal of 

fostering children’s academic achievement? Having said that, it has to be stated that I do not 

presume to offer final answers to these complex questions within the scope of this dissertation. 

Rather, I strive to present new findings and perspectives linked to these overarching research 

questions. 

In order to comprehensively address these research questions, the current dissertation is 

organized in four main sections. Before we can begin to examine any construct, we need to 

define the construct in question. Hence, I begin by giving an overview into the research that 

aims to characterize EF and its relevance during childhood. In the next chapter, I portray the 

opportunities and challenges of cross-cultural research on EF development. The first and second 

publication of this dissertation (Study I and Study II) are incorporated in this section. On that 

basis, I narrow the focus towards comparing EF development in children from Germany and 

Hong Kong during early and middle childhood. I outline the rational, for choosing these two 

cultural contexts across this age range. The third publication (Study III) is presented in this 

section. In the final chapter, I summarize the key findings and address the studies’ limitations. 

I conclude the chapter by outlining ideas for further research which are highly relevant in order 

to complete the puzzle that is the quest for understanding the relevance of and the mechanisms 

underlying children’s EF development across cultural contexts. 
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2. Executive functions 

EF research has its origins in neuropsychology, as EF development is closely linked to 

processes of brain maturation (Bernier et al., 2010; Zelazo et al., 2016). EF has been shown to 

rely strongly on the Prefrontal Cortex (PFC; Aron et al., 2004; Bari & Robbins, 2013; Huizinga 

et al., 2006; Kane & Engle, 2002; Stuss & Levine, 2002). Hence, many scholars have invested 

their efforts into understanding the neurobiological basis of EF (Arnsten & Li, 2005; Barkley, 

2001; Blair & Diamond, 2008; Blair & Raver, 2015). Other research has focused on the 

assessment of EF and the predictive power of EF for later life outcomes, such as academic 

achievement and socio-emotional development (Ackerman & Friedman-Krauss, 2017; Best et 

al., 2011; Carlson, 2005; McClelland et al., 2013; McClelland et al., 2007; Riggs et al., 2006). 

There has also been research aiming to enhance EF performance through training. Multiple 

studies assessing the effectiveness of such training programs demonstrate significant positive 

effects of intervention – albeit the reported transfer effects are predominantly narrow (Chiesa 

et al., 2011; Diamond, 2012; Diamond & Lee, 2011; Espinet et al., 2013; Holmes et al., 2009; 

Thorell et al., 2009). These latter findings support the notion that EF development is malleable 

and can be modified by context factors. Overall, EF has received heightened scholarly interest 

over the past few decades, focusing on the relevance and development of EF during childhood, 

adolescence, and adulthood alike. 

While the importance of EF is widely acknowledged as an important cornerstone of human 

cognition, the theoretical models and terminology used to describe EF are far from unison. In 

fact, mapping the models and terminology used to represent the EF construct proves highly 

complex (for an overview see Jones et al., 2016). The EF construct shares overlapping 

characteristics with other self-regulatory skills which further complicates clear distinction 

(Blair & Razza, 2007; Jones et al., 2016). In particular, EF is closely related to the construct of 

effortful control (Bernier et al., 2010; Kochanska et al., 2000). EF and effortful control are 

commonly viewed as distinguishable; however also see Allan et al. (2014) for a 

counterargument. Distinct from EF, effortful control refers to the self-regulatory aspect of 

temperament and describes the ability to regulate the response to strong emotions (desire or 

frustration) e.g., delay of gratification (Blair & Razza, 2007; Jones et al., 2016; Kochanska et 

al., 1996; Rueda et al., 2005). Other scholars have proposed an alternative theoretical 

differentiation between cognitive and emotional facets of self-regulation. Based on unique 

associations to specific regions of the PFC, a differentiation between ‘hot’ and ‘cool’ EF has 

been suggested (Hongwanishkul et al., 2005). According to this model ‘cool’ EF refers to the 
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more purely cognitive aspects of self-regulation, while ‘hot’ EF are required for the regulation 

of emotions and motivation (Brock et al., 2009; Hongwanishkul et al., 2005; Zelazo et al., 2016). 

Another influential model that touches on these core skills, and needs to be mentioned in this 

regard, is Baddeley’s three-component model of working memory (Baddeley, 2000; Baddeley 

et al., 1974; Baddeley & Logie, 1999). Baddeley postulates a domain-general system 

responsible for the regulation and control of cognitive processes (central executive) and two 

domain-specific active storage systems for speech-based (phonological loop) and visual 

(visuospatial sketchpad) information. In particular, the central executive component shares a 

strong overlap with EF. Throughout this dissertation, I follow the framework defining EF as a 

set of top-down cognitive skills, distinct from emotion regulation and short term memory 

processes (Jones et al., 2016).  

2.1 The unity and diversity of executive functions 

Evidence suggests that different sub-domains comprise EF, which are distinct from one another 

though closely linked (Lee et al., 2013; Lehto et al., 2003; Miyake et al., 2000). This notion has 

been depicted as the unity and diversity of executive functions (Miyake et al., 2000). Miyake 

and colleagues (2000) postulated a model which outlines three closely linked yet 

distinguishable domains of EF: Inhibition, updating, and shifting (Miyake et al., 2000). Other 

models have also collapsed EF across three individual sub-domains however suggest a different 

terminology: Inhibitory control (inhibition), working memory (updating), and cognitive 

flexibility (shifting). The latter is implemented by Diamond (2013) in her influential review 

paper which offers a detailed portrayal of the three core EF (Diamond, 2013).  

Inhibitory control, or inhibition, characterizes the ability to suppress distracting stimuli as well 

as automated responses for the purpose of controlling one’s attention, behavior, and thoughts 

(Diamond, 2013; Zelazo et al., 2016). Different aspects of inhibitory control have been 

identified (Diamond, 2013; Nigg, 2000). Inhibition of thoughts and attention are generally 

regarded as cognitive inhibition (Bari & Robbins, 2013). Processes inhibiting behavioral 

responses are termed, inter alia, behavioral inhibition, response inhibition, behavioral self-

regulation (Edossa et al., 2018; McClelland et al., 2007). Working memory, or updating, refers 

to the process of temporary mental storage and manipulation of information (Baddeley, 2000; 

St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006). Updating is viewed as distinguishable from short term 

memory, which solely encompasses holding information in mind (Diamond, 2013). Cognitive 

flexibility, or shifting, is regarded as the ability to shift between alternative tasks, strategies, sets 

of rules, and/or mental operations (Lee et al., 2013; St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006). 
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Cognitive flexibility builds on the previous two core EF, as it requires keeping relevant 

information in mind and inhibiting the previously exercised response (Diamond, 2013). 

This representation of three closely linked yet distinct core EF has received considerable 

empirical evidence in samples of primary school children, adolescents, and adults (Huizinga et 

al., 2006; Lehto et al., 2003; Miyake et al., 2000). A similar separable structure among younger 

children had generally been assumed and expected for some time (Nelson et al., 2016; Zelazo 

et al., 2016). Yet, recent research suggests that at preschool age the subdomains of EF are less 

distinguishable than during middle childhood, adolescence, and adulthood (Lee et al., 2013; 

Nelson et al., 2016; Zelazo et al., 2016). In addition to the three-factor structure outlined above, 

some theorists argue in favor of a two-factor model at preschool age, comprising of inhibitory 

control and working memory (Gandolfi et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2013; Lerner & Lonigan, 2014; 

Miller et al., 2012; Usai et al., 2014). There has also been some evidence for an undifferentiated 

one-factor model of EF at preschool age (Hughes et al., 2010; Wiebe et al., 2008; Wiebe et al., 

2011; Willoughby et al., 2010). Findings from longitudinal studies gave rise to the idea that the 

EF sub-domains differentiate further as children mature. Lee and colleagues (2013) assessed 

age-related differences in the structure of executive functions among children (N = 668) using 

a cohort-sequential design. Children were tested once per year over the duration of four years. 

The results documented a two-factor structure across the ages 5 to 13 years of age and a three-

factor structure by age 15 (Lee et al., 2013). In sum, at this current time the literature on the EF 

factor structure at preschool age is still inconclusive and further investigation is needed 

(Ackerman & Friedman-Krauss, 2017; Nelson et al., 2016; Zelazo et al., 2016). 

2.2 Executive functions in children 

EF is believed to emerge and develop at preschool age, and at this age EF can also be reliably 

assessed (Carlson, 2005; Diamond et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2019). The preschool years have been 

characterized as a sensitive phase in EF development (Garon et al., 2008; Zelazo et al., 2016). 

Having said that, there has also been some evidence that EF might emerge as early as 

toddlerhood (Carlson et al., 2004; Hughes & Ensor, 2007). In fact, the closely related skill set 

defined as effortful control is evident as early as infancy (Kochanska et al., 2000; Luo & 

Pattanakul, 2020). Research on the maturation of the PFC emphasizes the importance of early 

and middle childhood for EF development (Hongwanishkul et al., 2005; Klingberg et al., 2002; 

Luciana & Nelson, 1998; Tamm et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2020). When children start primary 

school, on average at around six years of age, the PFC is typically adequately developed to 

facilitate the top-down cognitive control processes, such as EF, needed to navigate formal 
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schooling environments (Blair & Raver, 2015). The transition into adolescence has further been 

identified as an important phase of EF development, as significant developmental changes 

occur during this period (Luciana et al., 2005; Luna & Sweeney, 2004; Zelazo et al., 2016).  

EF is a strong predictor of academic achievement, in particular of mathematics (Blair et al., 

2015; Bull & Scerif, 2001; Fuhs et al., 2014; Gestsdottir et al., 2014; McClelland et al., 2006; 

McClelland et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2019; Ribner et al., 2017; Roethlisberger et al., 2013; 

Sesma et al., 2009). To illustrate, the results of a longitudinal study by Ribner et al. (2017) with 

N = 1292 participants showed that EF at age 5 predicts 5th grade math and reading ability. Early 

childhood EF was associated with more than 1/5th of a standard deviation in 5th grade math and 

close to 1/7th of a standard deviation in reading. These results were net of other cognitive 

covariates, including processing speed, vocabulary, and IQ (intelligence quotient). In contrast, 

the association between IQ and math resulted only to 1/10th of a standard deviation (Ribner et 

al., 2017). In another study, Roethlisberger et al. (2013) grouped kindergarten children (N = 323) 

based on their EF performance (low, medium, high). Their findings demonstrated that low EF 

prior to school entry was linked to one-half to one standard deviation disadvantage on 

mathematical and reading assessment two years later in eary elementary school, while 

accounting for socioeconomic background, nonverbal IQ, and vocabulary (Roethlisberger et al., 

2013). It has been argued that EF is particularly relevant to academic skills that require 

considerable effortful processing (Best et al., 2011; Roethlisberger et al., 2013).  

In addition, children’s development of EF is further associated with social-emotional 

development (Poland et al., 2016; Riggs et al., 2006). Accumulating evidence indicates that 

deficits in EF are strongly associated with externalising behaviour problems, in particular 

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Clark et al., 2002; Maehler & Schuchardt, 2016; 

Pineda-Alhucema et al., 2018; Rapport et al., 2020; Shuai et al., 2017). It has been argued that 

shortcomings in EF encompass self-regulation problems and thereby, in turn, lead to difficulties 

in self-governed behaviors (Barkley, 2015; Pineda-Alhucema et al., 2018). Boys have been 

shown to exhibit higher rates of externalising problems than girls (Chen, 2010; Liu et al., 2011). 

Thus, researchers have highlighted the relevance of investigating the role of gender in EF. 

Initial results suggest that girls receive higher scores than boys on both, direct EF assessments 

tasks and parent and teacher rating scales, though, indications are evident for variations in 

results across different cultural contexts (Matthews et al., 2009; Wanless et al., 2013). 

Previous research has also identified specific context factors which influence children’s EF 

development. A strong link between socioeconomic status (SES) and EF development is well-

documented. Children with a low-SES background exhibit lower levels of EF performance than 
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age-matched middle- and high-SES counterparts (Calvo & Bialystok, 2014; Chung et al., 2017; 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2014; Hackman et al., 2015; Hartanto et al., 2019; Sarsour et al., 2011; 

Sektnan et al., 2010; St John et al., 2019). Moreover, bilingual upbringing has been shown to 

benefit children’s EF development, in particular with regard to cognitive flexibility (Bialystok 

& Martin, 2004; Calvo & Bialystok, 2014; Carlson & Meltzoff, 2008; Hartanto et al., 2019; 

Martin-Rhee & Bialystok, 2008; Tran et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2011). Results from Hartanto et 

al. (2019) suggest that bilingualism in fact moderates the effects of SES by decreasing the 

detrimental influence of low SES on EF. Futher, parental influences have been identified to 

effect EF development in young children (Fay-Stammbach et al., 2014; Hughes & Devine, 

2019). In particular, parental scaffolding – intentional physical and verbal promting used to 

help children approach challenging tasks (Lewis & Carpendale, 2009) – is positively linked to 

children’s EF (Bernier et al., 2010; Hammond et al., 2012; Hughes & Ensor, 2009). 
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3. Executive functions in children across cultures 

Research suggests that cultural context affects basic cognitive processes (Nisbett et al., 2001), 

such as EF – but how exactly can we define culture? This dissertation is guided by the 

framework outlined in the Revision of Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Theory (Velez-Agosto 

et al., 2017). This revised theory suggests that culture organizes and defines the daily social 

practices of children’s communities, such as family, school, day care center, and neighborhoods 

(Velez-Agosto et al., 2017). The tools and signs displayed in daily social interactions by the 

members of these communities lead to, culturally defined, acceptable developmental outcomes 

(Velez-Agosto et al., 2017). Furthermore, Correa-Chávez and Rogoff (2005) highlight that 

cognitive processes are “tied with social goals and with individuals learning to function as 

participants in cultural communities” (Correa-Chávez & Rogoff, 2005, p. 8). Hence, the social 

context, in which children’s cognitive development is embedded, is in turn embedded in the 

cultural context. Therefore, this dissertation focuses on cross-cultural differences in children’s 

social and cultural contexts, which are potentially linked to variations in the children’s cognitive 

development of EF. 

3.1 Opportunities of cross-cultural research on executive functions  

Cross-cultural research on EF allows us to examine the influence of variations in cultural 

contexts on children’s EF development. It further offers evidence regarding the intriguing 

question whether developmental trajectories of EF are universal for children growing up in 

different parts of the world. Cross-cultural research enables scholars to assess the influence of 

differences in educational settings, curriculum, social norms and values, and parenting factors 

on EF development across cultural contexts. Cross-cultural research aims to empirically test 

hypotheses regarding the pathways through which cultural context influences EF.  

Different hypotheses have been authored in the literature. For instance, some scholars have 

ascribed EF differences between Euro-American and East Asian children to variations in 

cultural values. To specify, historically, Confucian teachings and values have had a strong 

influence on East Asian cultures (Chao & Tseng, 2002). Confucian philosophy considers 

“proper human relationships to be the basis of society” (Yum, 1988, p. 374) and emphasizes 

self-control in order to ensure harmonious interpersonal relationships (Ellefson et al., 2017; 

Yum, 1988). Researchers have hypothesized that this cultural socialization might be linked to 

enhanced EF performance in East Asian children (Ellefson et al., 2017). Hence, one particular 

area of interest with regard to cultural socialization factors are cross-cultural differences in 
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parenting styles. For example, East Asian parents have been characterized to emphasize the 

“centrality of the family and family interdependence, the use of parental control and strictness, 

and fostering educational achievement in children” (Chao & Tseng, 2002, p. 60). It has been 

argued that these social norms and cultural values affect children’s upbringing and 

consequently their cognitive EF development, resulting in a developmental advantage of 

children from East Asia compared to Euro-American counterparts with regard to EF (Ellefson 

et al., 2017; Moriguchi et al., 2012; Oh & Lewis, 2008).  

In addition to the influence of broader cultural values, it has been suggested that cross-cultural 

differences in pedagogic approach and educational setting underlie variations in children’s EF 

development (Wang et al., 2016). Cultural heritage has been shown to influence national 

curriculum (Wang & Mao, 1996) and variations in priorities regarding educational policy and 

practice exist between countries. For example, some qualitative educational research has 

described Chinese preschools as being more controlling and teacher-centered as well as 

emphasizing obedience more strongly than U.S. American preschools (Tobin et al., 2009; Tobin 

et al., 1989). Cultural beliefs also influence teachers’ views and beliefs. To illustrate, variations 

in kindergarten teachers’ beliefs about the importance of play and learning objectives were 

shown to translate into differences in the structuring of play and learning in Germany and Hong 

Kong (Wu & Rao, 2011). These differences might, in turn, influence children’s cognitive 

development. For instance, East Asian educators’ emphasis on obedience and self-control 

within the classroom may underlie higher performance scores on inhibitory control tasks in 

children in these countries (Oh & Lewis, 2008).  

In addition, previous studies suggest distinct influences of specific context factors on children’s 

EF development, e.g., a positive effect of bilingual upbringing (Hartanto et al., 2019). Cross-

cultural research offers the opportunity to analyze the generalizability of these findings by 

examining commonalities and differences in children’s EF development across cultures. Thus, 

by assessing the importance and generalizability of cultural context factors, this line of research 

can inform intervention efforts which aim to positively influence context factors linked to 

children’s EF development (Brewer & Chen, 2007; Rogoff, 2003; Sarma & Thomas, 2020). 

3.1.1 Terminology: Cross-cultural and cross-national studies 

Having established the relevance of cross-cultural research, it is further important to outline the 

terminology used to group different types of studies which focus on populations from varying 

cultural contexts. Traditionally, the most prevalent proxy for culture has long been country of 

residence (Taras et al., 2016). Political boundaries also constitute the most commonly applied 
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operationalization of culture in much of the previous cross-cultural EF literature. Having said 

that, meta-analytic findings by Taras and colleagues (2016) offer new perspectives on the 

conceptualization of cultural entities. Evidence indicates that strong variations in cultural values 

arise within countries as well as between countries (Taras et al., 2016). Moreover, contextual 

factors (such as socioeconomic characteristics) vary systematically across countries – 

independent from differences in cultural values. It has therefore been proposed to term studies 

in which country of residence is implemented as the sole operationalization of culture as cross-

national research (Taras et al., 2016). Meanwhile, in other cross-cultural studies the 

operationalization of culture might be entirely independent of political boundaries, by focusing 

on different ethnic communities within the same country. Thus, the distinction between cross-

cultural and cross-national research has been suggested (Taras et al., 2016). Throughout this 

dissertation, I follow this framework. I refer to cross-cultural research as the umbrella term, 

encompassing both types of research, and I distinctly categorize studies comparing EF 

development in two or more countries, while administering country of residence as the single 

operationalization of culture, as cross-national research. 

3.1.2 Similarities and differences in children’s executive functions development across 

cultural contexts 

This dissertation’s research question is based on findings from previous research of children’s 

EF development across different cultural contexts. Hence, as a starting point to addressing the 

current research question, a systematic review (Study I) was conducted to gather, assess, and 

summarize the existing literature. A particular focus was placed on similarities and differences 

in children’s executive functions development across different countries across the globe. The 

findings of the systematic review provided the starting point for Study II and Study III of the 

current dissertation. In the following section a brief overview of the research questions, method, 

and results of Study I is presented; for the full publication please see Appendix A.  
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Study I: Similarities and differences across countries in the development of executive 

functions in children: A systematic review 

Research questions  

Two specific research questions guided the systematic review. First, the results of previous 

studies suggest specific developmental patterns and systematic influences of contextual factors 

on children’s EF development, such as increased task performance with age (Carlson, 2005), 

positive effect of bilingual upbringing (Hartanto et al., 2019), and gender differences favoring 

girls (Wanless et al., 2013). Consequently, the first research question addressed the 

generalizability of such findings: 1) What are the commonalities and differences in EF 

development across countries? The second question was derived from indications in the 

literature that differences in EF development arise between countries due to variations in 

cultural contexts. In particular, we were interested in evidence that children from East Asia are 

developmentally ahead of others (Ellefson et al., 2017). Therefore, the second goal of the 

current study was to systematically review empirical results regarding the second research 

question: 2) Which cross-national differences in EF development are apparent during childhood? 

Method  

The search strategy was developed according primarily to the EPPI-Centre’s (2007, updated 

2010) guidelines for conducting systematic reviews, including the following steps: Electronic 

database searching (Web of Science, PsycINFO and PSYNDEX), hand searching of key 

journals, and searching of specialist websites. The screening of the identified publications was 

conducted following a predetermined protocol. Inclusion for the systematic review was based 

on the following set of inclusion criteria for abstracts and full-texts: a) One or more 

subcomponent of EF is measured, either by direct assessment or questionnaire, b) study sample 

consists of children and/or adolescents, c) reported testing of samples from at least two different 

countries, d) study does not assess clinical sample, e) publication is available in English. 

Results 

Both similarities and differences within developmental patterns of EF were identified across 

different countries. Across countries, bilingual children were shown to outperform their 

monolingual peers. Task improvement with age was not consistently reported in all studies, 

with no linear effects apparent in children from developing countries or regions. Gender 

differences on EF measures also varied between countries. Girls performed better than boys on 
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EF tasks and on parent and teacher ratings of EF in both Western and East Asian samples. Yet, 

in Iran and Tanzania, boys received higher EF scores. From preschool age through adolescence, 

East Asians outperformed Western counterparts on direct assessment measures of EF. However, 

strong discrepancies can be found between measures of direct EF assessment and parent and 

teacher ratings of children's EF. Chinese parents rated their children's EF as lower compared 

with parents from other countries. 
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3.2 Challenges of cross-cultural research on executive functions 

As outlined above, cross-cultural research presents rare opportunities for scholars to examine 

the universalities as well as the variations in children’s development. Though, it also bears 

unique challenges (Holding et al., 2018; van de Vijver, 2018). The opportunities and challenges 

of cross-cultural research are interwoven, and both need to be considered during any research 

project focusing on participants from different cultural contexts. When we fail to consider the 

challenges of cross-cultural research the interpretations derived from our findings might be 

faulty (Chen, 2008; Rosselli & Ardila, 2003; Steinmetz, 2018). Forgoing such research 

opportunities on account of the challenges, however, limits our possibilities for investigating 

new perspectives.  

Fair measurement presents one of the most crucial obstacles in cross-cultural research. Any 

cross-cultural study design has to address the question whether fair measurement is assured in 

order to prevent comparing apples and pears – or, by means of comparison, forks and chopsticks 

(Chen, 2008). To illustrate, let us assume a group of scholars is interested in understanding at 

which age children can purposefully use cutlery to eat food. The scholars test children’s 

performance by assessing the task ‘eating vegetables using a fork’ in a sample of toddlers from 

China and Germany. This task would pose a disadvantage to the Chinese children as they 

predominantly grow up learning to eat food using chopsticks. Thus, testing the skill ‘purposeful 

use of cutlery’ through the task ‘eating vegetables using a fork’ would not fulfil the standards 

of culture fair measurement (Chen, 2008).  

Therefore, cross-cultural studies need to pay special attention to possible cultural biases in 

measurement across different cultural contexts. Research focusing on cultural groups from 

multiple countries demonstrates that group differences between members of different cultural 

groups may occur on both verbal and non-verbal tests, hence both test formats may be culturally 

biased and need to be examined with care (Rosselli & Ardila, 2003). At the same time, “it is 

widely recognised that there is no such thing as a test that is fair for, and measures the same 

concept, in all cultures” (Rao et al., 2020, p. 1). Thus, cross-cultural research can merely aim 

to reduce cultural biases in assessment tools as effectively as possible (Rao et al., 2020).  

3.2.1 Measurement of executive functions in cross-cultural research 

Most direct assessment measures of EF have been developed targeted primarily to Euro-

American children and therefore need to be adapted for use in other cultural contexts 

(Obradović & Willoughby, 2019). Obradović and Willoughby (2019) developed a checklist for 

adapting EF tasks to diverse cultural contexts. The scholars outline a three-step approach: 1) 
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reviewing possible tasks by researchers local to the cultural context and experience in working 

with young children, 2) translating the tasks and comprehensive vetting of these translations, 3) 

iterative pilot testing of representative children by local staff (Obradović & Willoughby, 2019). 

The scholars underline the importance of collaborating with experts knowledgeable of the local 

languages and culture throughout the adaptation process in order to ensure ecological validity 

(Obradović & Willoughby, 2019). An additional aspect of high importance in cross-cultural 

research relates to sample selection. As outlined above, a strong link between SES and EF 

development has been previously identified (Calvo & Bialystok, 2014; Chung et al., 2017; 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2014; Hackman et al., 2015; Hartanto et al., 2019; Sarsour et al., 2011; 

Sektnan et al., 2010; St John et al., 2019). SES is, however, not in itself linked to EF 

development but rather represents a proxy for an accumulation of contextual influences on 

children’s EF. It is believed that children from high-SES backgrounds grow up with more 

material resources (e.g., books and toys), engage more frequently in cognitively stimulating 

experiences (e.g., shared reading), and benefit from more complex verbal guidance and 

scaffolding by their parents compared to children from low-SES backgrounds (Bradley & 

Corwyn, 2002; Hartanto et al., 2019). These contextual influences in turn influence children’s 

cognitive EF development (Hartanto et al., 2019). Any cross-cultural study must therefore be 

mindful of the possibility that identified group differences might stem from differences in SES. 

Thus, a comparable SES background of the sub-samples is an important prerequisite for any 

group comparison of EF performance across cultural contexts. 

With regard to the current dissertation, specific steps were undertaken aiming to reduce 

culturally biased measurement and to ensure ecological validity, in compliance with the 

approach suggested by Obradović and Willoughby (2019). For Study II and Study III (which 

will be described in more detail below), we sought measures that differentiate well in early and 

middle childhood and that were appropriate for both cultural groups. During the stage of task 

selection, my supervisor (Claudia Mähler, University of Hildesheim), and our collaborators 

from The University of Hong Kong (Nirmala Rao, Rhoda Wang, Stephanie Chan, and Ben 

Richards) jointly and repeatedly reviewed the pros and cons of different possible tasks before 

finalizing the selection of EF measures. Further, two selected tasks (Child-friendly Stroop Task 

and Object Span Task) were modified to comply with cross-cultural nature of the study. The 

specific modifications are outlined in both publications; please see Appendix B & C. The 

instructions were initially drafted in English and then translated by native speakers (Rhoda 

Wang, Stephanie Chan, and I) into traditional Chinese and German, respectively. Standard back 

translation procedures were followed to ensure the equivalence of the English and Chinese 
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versions. Unfortunately, we did not have the resources to conduct additional pilot testing prior 

to conducting the current study, as suggested by Obradović and Willoughby (2019). With 

regard to sample selection, my colleagues and I contacted government-funded schools located 

in predominantly middle-class neighborhoods. Schools within communities with a strong 

prevalence of families with either a particularly high or low socioeconomic background were 

not included aiming to obtain comparable and representative samples for both cultural regions. 

The sample characteristics of Study II and Study III are described in more detail in the two 

respective publications (see Appendix B & C). 

3.2.2 Testing for equivalence: Measurement invariance 

In addition to aiming to reduce cultural biases during the research phases of design planning 

and sample recruitment it is also important to address the issue during the phase of data analysis 

(Steinmetz, 2018). In particular, testing collected data for measurement invariance provides the 

opportunity to statistically test for biased assessment (van de Vijver, 2018). Whenever we 

compare test scores of individuals of different group membership equivalence is an important 

prerequisite for any group comparison (Steinmetz, 2018). As outlined above, the issue of 

comparability is of particular importance to cross-cultural research (Chen, 2008; Davidov et al., 

2014; van de Vijver, 2018; Van de Vijver & Leung, 2000). 

Biases and inequivalence present specific measurement challenges in cross-national research 

(van de Vijver, 2018). Biases describe sources of nuisance (Poortinga, 1989). Following a 

common definition “an item is biased if respondents from different cultures with the same 

standing on the underlying construct (e.g., they are equally intelligent) do not have the same 

mean score on the item” (van de Vijver, 2018, p. 5). Equivalence addresses the implication of 

biases. Measurement invariance testing enables us to statistically test for equivalence (Sass, 

2011; van de Vijver, 2018; Willoughby et al., 2011). It assures that the measurement of the 

underlying construct is equivalent across multiple groups, e.g., across cultural contexts (Chen, 

2008; Sass, 2011). Hence, cross-cultural comparisons can only warrant valid results if 

measurement equivalence is guaranteed (Chen, 2008; van de Vijver, 2018).  

These methodological challenges are particularly relevant to EF research focusing on early 

childhood. Early childhood is a period of rapid changes in development and high plasticity (Bell 

& Cuevas, 2016; Britto et al., 2017; Reynolds et al., 2019). Hence, measuring developmental 

competencies reliably and validly across different cultural contexts is particularly challenging 

in the early years (Rao et al., 2020). Yet, very few tasks used to assess EF in cross-national 

research have been tested for measurement equivalence across the different cultural contexts. 
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In fact, many measures aiming to assess EF at preschool age have not undergone formal 

psychometric evaluation (Willoughby et al., 2011). Against this background, the second 

publication focuses on measurement invariance of EF assessment in children from Germany 

and Hong Kong. To the best of my knowledge, no previous study has explicitly tested for 

measurement invariance of EF assessment across different cultural contexts at preschool age. 

The second publication aims to address this gap. A brief summary of Study II is outlined below, 

for the publication please see Appendix B. 
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Study II: Assessing executive functions in preschoolers in Germany and Hong Kong: 

Testing for measurement invariance 

Research questions  

The study was guided by the following research questions: 1) Can we show measurement 

invariance for EF measures at preschool age across the two context groups? 2) Is the EF 

construct at preschool age adequately represented by the same latent factor model in the 

samples from the two contexts and if yes, is the factor model equivalent across the two contexts? 

Thus, first we tested for measurement invariance of three tasks, each assessing a specific EF 

subdomain, individually in samples of preschool children from Hong Kong and Germany, using 

multiple-indicators-multiple-causes (MIMIC) models. In the second, more exploratory, part of 

our analysis, we examined if the EF construct is adequately represented by the same latent 

factor model in the two contexts. We contrasted goodness of fit of three different latent factor 

models representing the EF construct (one-factor model, two-factor-model, three-factor model) 

in both contexts. Next, we tested if the identified model is equivalent across the two context 

groups using multigroup confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).  

Method  

Three EF tasks (Object Span, child-friendly Stroop, Dimension Change Card Sort) were tested 

for measurement invariance in a sample of N = 193 three- to six-year-old preschool children 

from Hong Kong and Germany. All participating children were recruited via local preschools. 

Due to the nature of convenience sampling differences between the subsample were evident. 

The families of the German children were living in neighborhoods which can be characterized 

as more affluent based on the region’s general living standard than their Hong Kong 

counterparts. The children were tested individually in 25- to 35-minute sessions in a quiet area 

of the preschool. All tasks were administered in a paper-pencil format and instructions to the 

children were given in either German or Cantonese. 

Results 

The results of the MIMIC models indicated that none of the items on the three tasks are flagged 

for differential item functioning, offering initial evidence that the tasks are invariant across the 

two contexts. We further examined if the EF construct is adequately represented by the same 

latent factor model in the two contexts. The results of CFA analyses showed that the three-

factor model, comprising separate but correlated latent factors (inhibitory control, working 
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memory, and cognitive flexibility) fitted the data best. Having said that, it has to be emphasized 

that the three EF tasks were each designed to assess a specific domain of EF, which biases 

toward three separate factors. Hence, this finding needs to be interpreted cautiously. Additional 

CFA analyses showed that the identified three-factor model reaches strong factorial invariance. 

These findings suggest that EF measurement at preschool age is likely equivalent across the 

subsamples from Hong Kong and Germany.  
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4. Executive functions development in children from Hong Kong and Germany 

The current dissertation specifically focuses on contrasting EF performance in children from 

Hong Kong and Germany during early and middle childhood. Thereby, it broadens the scope 

of previous research twofold. First, to the best of my knowledge, all previous studies have solely 

compared EF performance of Anglo-American populations (children from the United States, 

Canada, and the United Kingdom) to children from East Asia. Hence, in this dissertation I 

assess the question whether the developmental lead of East Asian children relates to children 

growing up in Germany by comparing EF development in children from Hong Kong and 

Germany. Second, the current study transcends the preschool years, which have been the 

exclusive focus of the large majority of previous studies, by analyzing EF development during 

the primary school years in children from Hong Kong and Germany. 

4.1 Setting the stage: Why focus on Hong Kong and Germany? 

Contrasting EF performance in children from Hong Kong and Germany during early and middle 

childhood provides unique research opportunities. The German and Hong Kong education 

systems share important similarities in terms of participation and teacher qualifications and 

children typically completed three years of preschool education before starting primary school 

at the age of six in both contexts (Faas et al., 2017). Yet, the Hong Kong and German education 

system also demonstrate marked differences. In particular, the historical and cultural 

backgrounds of the respective educational approach vary significantly across the two contexts. 

In Germany, free play has been of high significance in early childhood education since the 19th 

century and is traditionally the main preschool pedagogy (Wu & Rao, 2011). Social learning 

through play and a focus on playful experiences in natural learning situations, as opposed to 

formal area-specific learning, are traditionally key cornerstones of early childhood education 

in Germany (Colberg-Schrader & Oberhuemer, 1993; Wu & Rao, 2011). In Hong Kong on the 

other hand, a strong emphasis is placed by parents on academic achievement from a young age 

(Pearson & Rao, 2006). Hong Kong Chinese parents and teachers are greatly influenced by 

Confucian values, thus, self-discipline, obedience, and diligence are strongly expected of Hong 

Kong Chinese children (Chao & Tseng, 2002; Wong & Rao, 2015). Hong Kong has one of the 

most competitive education systems globally and examinations play an important role in 

everyday preschool and primary school life (Watkins, 2010; Wong & Rao, 2015). Against this 

background, many Hong Kong parents demand early childhood school curricula that focus “on 

as many academic components and as early as possible” (Wong & Rao, 2015, p. 7). In fact, 
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survey results suggest that Hong Kong parents want their children to enjoy learning experiences 

but are not willing to sacrifice high academic standards for the benefit of enjoyment (Wong & 

Rao, 2015).  

In Germany, the transition from preschool to primary school is regarded as challenging and the 

contrast between preschool and primary school is perceived as quite severe (Faust, 2010). 

Entering primary school is viewed by many German parents and teachers as the starting point 

for formal education (Faust, 2010). In Hong Kong on the other hand, the phrase to “win at the 

starting line” (Wong & Rao, 2015, p. 7) has been suggested as an adequate portrayal of many 

parents’ mindset regarding the beginning of primary school education (Wong & Rao, 2015). 

Having said that, generally primary school education in Hong Kong and Germany can be 

described as more similar than preschool education, with a clear focus on literacy, mathematics, 

and natural science learning in both contexts (Faas et al., 2017). 

Additional aspects also need to be acknowledged when focusing on EF development in children 

from Hong Kong and Germany. First, differences regarding academic performance are evident. 

Hong Kong Chinese children perform above the level of their German counterparts on measures 

of reading, mathematics, and science according to the results of the PISA study (OECD, 2019). 

Notwithstanding, samples from both Hong Kong and Germany score above the average of 

OECD member countries on all three subjects assessed within the scope of PISA (OECD, 2019). 

As EF performance is highly predictive of academic achievement (Zelazo et al., 2016), EF 

performance might vary correspondingly between children from Hong Kong and Germany. 

Second, Hong Kong is a bilingual city, with Cantonese and English being the two official 

languages (Poon, 2010), thus many schools in Hong Kong offer bilingual teaching programs 

from a very early age (Wang & Kirkpatrick, 2015). Some schools further teach Mandarin, 

resulting in trilingual teaching practice. In Germany, bilingual teaching at preschool or primary 

school age is far less common with only 2% of all primary schools offering bilingual programs 

(Steinlen, 2018). Bilingualism has been shown to benefit EF development (Bialystok & Martin, 

2004; Calvo & Bialystok, 2014; Carlson & Meltzoff, 2008; Hartanto et al., 2019; Martin-Rhee 

& Bialystok, 2008; Tran et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2011). The bilingual teaching practices in 

Hong Kong might be linked to a possible advantage on EF tasks for children from Hong Kong 

compared to German counterparts. Third, the German federal governance system gives the 16 

German states autonomy in educational policy. Thus, regional differences in educational policy 

are apparent across Germany. 

Having said that, in both contexts early childhood education has undergone radical transitions 

in the past two decades. As aforementioned, in Germany, attitudes and consequently policies 
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regarding early childhood education underwent a dramatic shift following the PISA shock after 

the publication of the first PISA study results around the turn of the millennium (Oberhuemer, 

2005). These policy changes introduced elements of formal education and area-specific 

learning (language, literacy, mathematics, and natural sciences) in addition to social learning 

into the German preschool context (Faas et al., 2017; Oberhuemer, 2005). Prior, very few 

German preschools had formal curricula for teaching (Oberhuemer, 2005). In Hong Kong, the 

traditionally strongly teacher-orientated education system has been transitioning towards a 

notion of child-centeredness in the past decades (Faas et al., 2017; Wong & Rao, 2015; Yeung, 

2009). This educational approach is also common in German pedagogy (Faas et al., 2017; Wong 

& Rao, 2015). This alignment of the educational approaches in Hong Kong and Germany might 

in fact lead to a more similar development of children’s EF. 

Lastly, it has to be noted that any cross-cultural study is subject to a wide range of possibly 

confounding factors, which can seldomly be undoubtedly disentangled. Individually as well as 

collectively the outlined characteristics of both cultural contexts held almost limitless potential 

to examine specific contextual, cultural, and pedagogical influences on EF development in 

children growing up in Germany and Hong Kong. The possible research questions stretch far 

wider than what this dissertation can attain. Thus, this dissertation must only be seen as a 

starting point for further research on the subject.  

4.2 Executive functions in primary school children from Hong Kong and Germany 

As illustrated above, the large majority of previous studies suggest an advantage of preschool 

children from East Asia compared to Euro-American counterparts. However, very few previous 

cross-cultural studies have focused on EF development during primary school. Yet, an 

examination of EF development in children across countries during the primary school years 

may offer pertinent new perspectives for understanding cross-national differences in EF 

development. From a theoretical point of view, three opposing working hypotheses seem 

plausible. (1) The previously suggested gap between East Asian and Euro-American children 

might increase in middle childhood, potentially due to social norms that manifest continuously 

as children mature. (2) The gap may remain consistent, suggesting that the reported East Asian 

advantage is possibly linked to specific learning and socialization experiences in early 

childhood. (3) The Euro-American children might catch up to their East Asian counterparts 

over time. One possible explanation for the latter could be that the high self-regulatory demands 

of formal education advance EF development in both cultures – though are potentially even 

stronger in Europe and North America as preschool education in Western countries is typically 
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more strongly characterized by free-play when compared to East Asian pedagogy. Against this 

background, targeting samples from East Asia (Hong Kong) and Europe (Germany) at primary 

school age holds great potential for expanding our understanding of the relationship between 

educational context and EF development. The third publication aims to address this issue. In 

the following section a brief summary of Study III is given, for the complete publication please 

see Appendix C. 
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Study III: Contrasting executive function development among primary school children 

from Hong Kong and Germany 

Research question 

The third publication moves beyond the preschool years and focuses on EF development during 

primary school. The research design, assessing EF performance in primary school children from 

Hong Kong and Germany, enabled testing the study’s research question: Is the previously 

reported East Asian advantage in EF development manifest in comparisons between primary 

school age children from Hong Kong and Germany? 

Method 

EF performance of 170 children in grades 2 and 4 from Hong Kong (n = 80) and Germany 

(n = 90) was assessed in a cross-sectional design. In both contexts, members of the research 

team contacted government-funded schools located in middle-class neighborhoods. Schools 

within communities with a strong prevalence of families with either a particularly high or low 

socioeconomic background were not included in the current study in order to obtain comparable 

and representative samples for both cultural contexts. The children completed tasks assessing 

the main components of EF, namely inhibition (child-friendly Stroop task), updating (Object 

Span task), and shifting (Contingency Naming task). All tasks were administered in a paper-

pencil format.  

Results 

To test for differences in EF performance between these two cultural contexts multilevel models, 

adjusting for children being nested within different classrooms as well as controlling for age 

and gender, were calculated. The results of the linear mixed effects models clearly indicated 

that all three EF measures differentiate well between younger and older children, with older 

children performing above the level of their younger peers, in Hong Kong and Germany alike. 

However, contrary to our hypothesis and previous research, we did not find any significant 

differences in EF performance between children from Hong Kong and Germany at primary 

school age. Furthermore, no significant interaction effects between age and cultural context 

were apparent in our study. The findings highlight the possibility that issues related to the 

measurement of EF and features specific to Hong Kong and Germany underlie the results. 
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5. Discussion 

This dissertation examines evidence of cross-cultural variation in EF development during early 

and middle childhood and focuses specifically on EF development of preschool and primary 

school children from Hong Kong and Germany. The first study provides an overview of the 

existing literature and outlines the previously reported developmental advantage of East Asian 

children on direct assessment EF tasks compared to Western counterparts from the United 

States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The second and third publication focus on EF 

development in children from Hong Kong and Germany. The second paper offers initial 

evidence for measurement invariance of direct assessment EF tasks across the two contexts in 

a sample of preschool children from Hong Kong and Germany. The third paper compares EF 

performance levels of primary school children from Hong Kong and Germany; the results show 

no significant differences in EF performance between the children from these two contexts. 

Throughout this final chapter of this dissertation, I aim to both integrate the findings of these 

three publications and address the limitations. In addition, from my point of view, the current 

dissertation is to be seen as a starting point to further investigation on the topic. Thus, a key 

goal of this final chapter is to derive ideas for follow-up studies based on the results as well as 

the limitations of the three publications. 

5.1 Pathways through which cultural context influences children’s executive functions 

The current dissertation aims to offer new perspectives regarding overarching research 

questions, which provide the framework to this dissertation: To what degree and through which 

pathways do variations in cultural contexts (e.g., educational approach, curriculum, parenting 

factors, social norms and values) influence children’s EF development? How can this 

knowledge be implemented to aid interventions and policy aiming to improve EF development 

for the goal of fostering children’s academic achievement?  

The results of the systematic review (Study I) offer substantive evidence for variations in EF 

development across cultural contexts and highlight the relevance of the influence of cultural 

context on children’s EF development. First, as aforementioned, variations in performance on 

direct assessment EF tasks between children from different cultural contexts have been 

documented, albeit no performance differences on EF tasks were evident in Study III. Second, 

a pattern of results opposite to the findings of direct assessment tasks was identified in cross-

cultural studies assessing EF using parent rating measures, suggesting cross-cultural variations 

in parental expectations regarding EF related behavior. In fact, Chinese parents rated their 
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children’s EF significantly lower in comparison to parents from Europe and North America 

(Grabell et al., 2015; Thorell et al., 2013). Third, there is evidence that the direction of gender 

differences on EF measures varies between cultural contexts. Most studies assessing gender 

differences in EF development in Europe, North America and East Asia reported advantages 

for girls over boys on direct assessment EF tasks (Thorell et al., 2013; Wanless et al., 2013; 

Weixler, 2012). However, the results for a sample from Tanzania demonstrated an advantage 

of the male participants over female counterparts on updating measures (Holding et al., 2018). 

Another reviewed study showed that Iranian parents rated girls' EF as lower than their male 

peers – a finding directly opposite to the results from Sweden, Spain, and China (Thorell et al., 

2013). Thorell et al. (2013) argue that these differences are most likely to be the result of 

cultural biases, as patriarchal views are still widespread in Iranian society.  

In summary, these findings overwhelmingly support the notion that cultural context factors, in 

fact, influence EF during the childhood years. Importantly, this resume is highly relevant to 

intervention research as it further suggests that EF is malleable and susceptible to contextual 

influences. For instance, across different countries, bilingual children were shown to perform 

above the levels of monolingual peers on EF tasks (Study I). This pattern of results was found 

for East Asian, Indian, South American, and North American children alike (Bialystok & 

Viswanathan, 2009; Tran et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2011). This finding suggests that specific 

context factors (e. g., bilingualism) are potentially universally beneficial to children’s EF 

development, thus, offering the opportunity to derive interventions on this basis. To illustrate, 

this outcome indicates that wide-spread implementation of bilingual teaching practices could 

benefit EF development and, in turn, children’s broader cognitive competencies. This result 

also corresponds to findings of recent studies that further underscore the beneficial influence of 

bilingualism on children’s cognitive development (Daller & Ongun, 2017; Fox et al., 2019; 

Greve et al., 2021; Trebits et al., 2021). 

Furthermore, these research findings offer indications of where to take a closer look in order to 

understand how cultural context influences EF. Admittedly, answering the intriguing question 

which developmental pathways and mechanisms underlie cultural variation remains a challenge. 

Given the complexity of possible pathways, identifying one monocausal explanation seems 

unlikely, yet each new finding can offer an additional piece to the puzzle. In fact, collectively 

the findings point to the interplay of cross-cultural variations in children’s social contexts – 

with culture organizing and defining the daily social practices within these social contexts, such 

as family, school, day care center, and neighborhood (Velez-Agosto et al., 2017). In particular, 
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the results of the current dissertation support current hypotheses twofold, namely in regard to 

educational setting and parenting factors. 

Educational setting 

The educational setting constitutes a specific social context within children’s daily life. Cultural 

norms and values have been shown to influence national curriculum (Wang & Mao, 1996) and 

teachers’ beliefs about the importance of play and learning objectives (Wu & Rao, 2011). There 

has been some evidence to suggest that through this pathway EF development is influenced 

differently across cultural contexts. To illustrate, the results of Study III can be interpreted as 

preliminary support to the educational setting hypothesis. No performance differences on EF 

tasks were identified for children from the Hong Kong and Germany. Based on this finding – 

and the discrepancy between our results and the findings of previous studies – it seems plausible 

that context factors unique to Hong Kong and Germany engender conformity in children’s EF 

development. One particular context factor that is in fact unique to Hong Kong and Germany 

and closely linked to children’s everyday life, present the respective shifts in educational policy 

in the two contexts. As outlined in Chapter 4, children’s education has undergone radical 

transitions in both contexts in the past two decades. In Hong Kong, childhood education is 

transitioning more towards a child-centered approach (an approach common in German 

pedagogy) and in Germany a stronger focus on area specific learning (a strong focus in Hong 

Kong’s educational policy) is being implemented with regard to early childhood education. 

Thus, this alignment of the educational approaches in Hong Kong and Germany might have led 

to more similar development of children’s EF over the last few years.  

On the other hand, the results of Wang et al. (2016) can be seen to contradict this. Wang and 

his colleagues (2016) previously tested the educational setting hypothesis in a sample of 

primary and secondary school children from Hong Kong and the United Kingdom. They 

compared performance on EF measures of Hong Kong Chinese children attending public 

schools and ethnically diverse children attending English-speaking international schools in 

Hong Kong with children from the United Kingdom. They found that the children in Hong 

Kong, regardless of type of school, outperformed their U.K. counterparts on the EF tasks (Wang 

et al., 2016). Given, that the two types of school in Hong Kong both teach according to 

heterogeneous culturally influenced curricular and pedagogic approaches, the researchers 

argued in support of the hypothesis that “with respect to executive function, general cultural 

influences appear to be salient” (Wang et al., 2016, p.6).  
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Across samples from Europe, North America, and East Asia alike, EF is consistently identified 

as a strong predictor of academic achievement (Blair et al., 2015; Ellefson et al., 2020; Fuhs et 

al., 2014; Georgiou et al., 2020; Gestsdottir et al., 2014; Lan et al., 2011; McClelland et al., 

2006; McClelland et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2017; Roethlisberger et al., 2013). Having said 

that, it remains unclear if teachers also regard EF as equally important across cultural contexts 

for children’s progress in reading, writing and mathematics. Previous studies have shown that 

cultural variations in teachers’ beliefs translate into differences in teachers’ pedagogic practices 

(Wu & Rao, 2011). Relating thereto, Rapoport and colleagues (2016) developed a research 

questionnaire assessing primary school teachers’ beliefs and practices regarding the role of EF 

in reading and arithmetic. This newly developed questionnaire was then administered to 

N = 144 teachers from Israel. The findings confirm that among the Israeli teachers EF is 

regarded as highly relevant to students’ performance in reading and arithmetic (Rapoport et al., 

2016). Moreover, this belief was linked to the teachers’ pedagogical practices (Rapoport et al., 

2016). One promising approach for future studies could therefore be to analyze if variations in 

the beliefs regarding the relevance of EF for children’s academic performance exist across 

different cultural contexts. Thus, we could further improve our understanding regarding the 

extent to which cultural variations in teachers’ beliefs with respect to EF occur. If future 

research were to identify cross-cultural differences in teachers’ beliefs, policy makers could act 

upon this information by administering interventions targeted to improving teachers’ 

knowledge about the predictive power of EF. As Rapoport and colleagues (2016) point out, 

taking teachers’ beliefs into account is highly relevant because pedagogical practices are 

strongly influenced by teachers’ beliefs. In fact, some scholars claim that “change in practices 

can be achieved only if teachers’ attitudes and beliefs are addressed” (Rapoport et al., 2016, 

p.4). In sum, the findings regarding the educational setting hypothesis to date must be 

summarized as mixed and inconclusive, thus, emphasizing the need for further investigation. 

Parenting factors  

Across the research reviewed throughout this dissertation, there has also been some support for 

the notion that cultural norms and values manifesting in cross-cultural differences in parenting 

factors are linked to variations in EF. To illustrate, East Asian parents are generally depicted as 

more strict and more resolute in fostering the educational achievement of their children 

compared to parents from Euro-American cultural backgrounds (Chao & Tseng, 2002). It has 

been argued that these cultural values affect parent-child interactions and in turn uniquely 
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influence children’s EF across specific cultural contexts (Ellefson et al., 2017; Moriguchi et al., 

2012; Oh & Lewis, 2008). 

A cross-cultural discrepancy between the results of direct assessment of EF and parents' ratings 

of their children was identified in Study I. In fact, Chinese parents rate their children’s EF as 

significantly poorer compared with parental ratings of children from Europe and North America 

(Grabell et al., 2015; Thorell et al., 2013). Albeit the premise that both formats assess the same 

underlying construct, previous (non-cross-cultural) studies have shown that the correlation 

between measures of direct assessment and parents’ and teachers’ ratings is merely of weak to 

moderate magnitude (Fuhs et al., 2015; Toplak et al., 2013). However, even with this finding 

in mind, the converse pattern of results document by Grabell and colleagues (2015) and Thorell 

et al. (2013) is striking. One possible explanation of this non-conformance of results is that 

parents' expectations of their children's cognitive and behavioral self-regulation differ across 

cultural contexts. Higher expectations might lead to increased behavior fostering these skills in 

parents, which in turn might result in more advanced EF skills of the children. Though, further 

research is needed in order to test the causality of such pathways. These findings offer 

preliminary support to the notion that parental expectations of their children's EF vary as a 

function of cultural influences. In future research, it will be particularly important to apply both, 

measures of direct assessment and parents' ratings of children's EF, within one cross-cultural 

research design. This approach would enable us to better disentangle effects of culturally biased 

ratings and cross-cultural differences in children's performances on cognitive tasks.  

5.2 Investigating executive functions in children from Hong Kong and Germany 

This dissertation is guided by the main research question: Is the previously reported East Asian 

advantage in EF development manifest in comparison between children from Hong Kong and 

Germany? However, before discussing this research question, one key point needs to be 

accentuated first. Namely, the discontinuity between the second and third publication. In Study 

II my colleagues and I examine measurement invariance of direct assessment EF tasks in a 

sample of preschool children from Hong Kong and Germany. Yet, in Study III performance 

differences were analyzed for a primary school sample. We decided against a group comparison 

of EF performance across the preschool children (Study II) from Hong Kong and Germany 

because, even though limited data regarding the socioeconomic background of the children was 

available, we could estimate that the families of the German children were living in 

neighborhoods which can be characterized as more affluent based on the region’s general living 

standard than their Hong Kong counterparts. Due to this ambiguity, we focused solely on 
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assessing measurement invariance in the preschool sample to avoid potentially biased 

performance comparisons. While two of the three EF tasks are identical in the second and third 

study, measurement invariance was established only for the preschool sample (Study II) and 

not specifically analyzed for the primary school sample (Study III). This presents a significant 

limitation, which will be addressed in more detail below. Ideally, the current dissertation would 

have been able to first assess measurement invariance for both age groups and second contrast 

EF performance for the preschool and primary school samples. At the same time, given the 

cumulative nature of the current dissertation, both studies address specific aspects which are 

both highly relevant in their own right to the dissertation’s research questions.  

To the best of my knowledge, Study III of the current dissertation is the first study to compare 

EF performance of primary school children from Hong Kong and Germany. Previous studies 

had solely examined EF performance of children from the United States, Canada, and the 

United Kingdom compared to children from East Asia and further focused almost exclusively 

on preschoolers. The results of the linear mixed effects models conducted in Study III clearly 

indicate that all three EF measures differentiate well between younger and older children, 

however, contrary to our hypothesis we do not find any significant cross-national differences 

in EF performance between children from Hong Kong and Germany at primary school age. 

Furthermore, no significant interaction effects between age and context (Hong Kong and 

Germany) are apparent in our study. Our null-results contradict the findings of previous cross-

national studies, which typically report a developmental lead in EF for children from East Asia 

compared to Euro-American counterparts in middle childhood (Imada et al., 2013; Wang et al., 

2016) as well as at preschool age and in adolescence (Ellefson et al., 2017; Grabell et al., 2015; 

Lan et al., 2011; Oh & Lewis, 2008; Sabbagh et al., 2006; Schmitt et al., 2019) – as documented 

in Study I. Possible explanations of these findings are discussed in-depth in Study III (see 

Appendix C). Having said that, I also want to highlight three specific points in this chapter. 

Educational setting in Hong Kong and Germany 

As outlined above, the results of Study III offer preliminary support to the notion that the 

alignment of the respective education systems might engenders conformity in EF development 

across early and middle childhood. However, we do not know if the similarity in EF 

development of primary school children from Hong Kong and Germany is also evident at 

preschool age. More specifically, it remains unclear if a) children from Hong Kong might 

outperform children from Germany at preschool age – as suggested by the results of previous 

studies – and the German children catch up to their Hong Kong counterparts during the primary 
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school years or b) no performance differences with regard to EF at preschool age are evident 

across the two contexts and EF development of children from Hong Kong and Germany might 

thus follow a similar trajectory across early and middle childhood. As outlined in Chapter 4, 

the divergence between preschool education and primary school education is (historically) more 

pronounced in Germany compared to Hong Kong. Notwithstanding the alignment between the 

education systems, still today the transition from preschool to primary school can be 

characterized as more rapid in Germany than in Hong Kong. The increased self-regulatory 

demands of primary school likely advance EF development in both contexts, however the 

contrast of the self-regulatory demands of preschool education to those of primary school 

education might stand in starker contrast in Germany than in Hong Kong. Thus, from a 

theoretical standpoint, there are indications to support the notion that, with regard to EF, 

German children might in fact catch up to their Hong Kong counterparts during the primary 

school years. Yet, in order to effectively examine this question longitudinal data is necessary. 

To illustrate, ideally a future study would, for instance, longitudinally assess EF performance 

every six months in a sample of preschool children from Hong Kong and Germany starting at 

the beginning of the children’s last year of preschool until the end of the second years of primary 

school. This research design would enable a comparison of the developmental trajectories 

across the transition from preschool to primary school in the two contexts. 

Another relevant context factor within the two respective educational settings lies in the 

bilingual teaching practice. A beneficial impact of bilingualism on EF has previously been 

identified (Bialystok & Martin, 2004; Calvo & Bialystok, 2014; Carlson & Meltzoff, 2008; 

Hartanto et al., 2019; Martin-Rhee & Bialystok, 2008; Tran et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2011). 

Bilingual teaching is however far more prevalent in Hong Kong compared to Germany. Against 

this background the identified null-results of Study III can be seen as surprising. Unfortunately, 

this aspect could not be addressed in more detail in the current study. With regard to future 

research, it might be an informative approach to also specifically sample children enrolled in 

bilingual teaching programs in Germany. Thus, we can enhance our understanding of the 

relevance of this specific context factor within the different cultural contexts. 

Future research would further benefit from implementing classroom observations alongside EF 

testing to capture teachers' displays and scaffolding of executive functioning in the classroom 

context in Hong Kong and Germany. Bardack and Obradović (2019) recently developed the 

Teachers' Displays and Scaffolding of Executive Function (T-DASEF) Protocol. This tool 

provides a standardized protocol for observing and documenting teachers’ display of EF-related 

behaviors and scaffolding students' EFs in the classroom context. The protocol is targeted 
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specifically for primary school classrooms. Reliability and predictive validity were tested in a 

sample of N = 813 students from the United States between the ages 8 to 12 and 33 teachers 

(Bardack & Obradović, 2019). The findings show that teachers' displays of impulsivity, 

distraction, poor working memory or disorganization as well as teachers' planning/organization, 

scaffolding, and cognitive flexibility scaffolding practices uniquely predicted direct assessment 

of students' EFs (Bardack & Obradović, 2019). Applying this line of research to the current 

study offers exciting possibilities. Conducting standardized classroom observations in Hong 

Kong and Germany, might help us to understand the mechanisms through which EF 

development is influenced by teacher-child interactions and how these teaching practices might 

vary across the two cultural contexts and in turn result in differences or similarities in EF 

performance. In addition, cross-cultural studies conducting standardized classroom 

observations could be able to assess if the positive impact of scaffolding practices displayed by 

teachers is universal across cultural contexts. If so, policy makers across different countries 

could translate this finding into practice by providing training to teachers on how to successfully 

incorporate scaffolding into everyday teaching.  

Wang et al. (2016) previously compared Hong Kong Chinese children attending public schools 

and ethnically diverse children attending English-speaking private schools in Hong Kong with 

children from the United Kingdom on EF measures. Applying the research design of Wang and 

colleagues (2016) to the current research question offers novel opportunities to assess the 

influence of educational approach in Hong Kong and Germany on EF development. A follow-

up study to the current dissertation could aim to recruit three separate subsamples of children 

growing up in Hong Kong and Germany comparing their EF performance: 1) children attending 

regular public or private school in Hong Kong, 2) children attending the German Swiss 

International School in Hong Kong, and 3) children attending school in Germany. Possible 

differences between the children attending the German Swiss International School and regular 

public/private schools in Hong Kong would offer support to the notion that the different 

educational approaches influence children’s EF development differently. On the other hand, 

identifying no differences in EF performance levels across the subsamples from Hong Kong, 

while finding performance variation between the two groups from Hong Kong in comparison 

to the German subsample, could be seen as an indication that cultural values (e.g., the Confucian 

heritage in many East Asian cultures placing high importance on achieving high levels of self-

control) might be more relevant in terms of identifying the underlying mechanisms of cross-

cultural variation in children’s EF development. Furthermore, no performance differences 

between the three subgroups altogether might further strengthen the hypothesis that the 
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alignment between the education systems in Hong Kong and Germany might support EF 

development in both contexts in similar ways. 

Measurement invariance and SES influences 

As previously mentioned, measurement invariance was not specifically analyzed for the 

primary school sample prior to comparing performance differences. Therefore, it could be 

possible that biases within the data remained undetected. We aimed to achieve comparable 

samples by implementing recruitment restrictions, as schools from both neighborhoods with a 

strong prevalence of very high or very low SES were not included in the current study. However, 

given the limited information available regarding the children’s SES background, we cannot 

with certainty rule out that possible differences in SES background between the Hong Kong 

and German subsamples might have influenced the results. Knowing that previous cross-

cultural studies identified an advantage for children from East Asia, it might be possible that 

the German subsample was recruited from more affluent families based on the regions living 

standards compared to their Hong Kong counterparts. On the other hand, the identified results 

might unbiasedly represent the absence of performance differences between children from the 

two contexts at primary school age. Therefore, further replication of the current findings 

including detailed measurement invariance testing is necessary.  

The current dissertation as well as the majority of previous cross-cultural studies on children’s 

EF development have focused almost exclusively on middle-class samples (see Study I). 

Having said that, with regard to future cross-cultural studies it would be informative to 

systematically assess EF performance of children from high-SES and low-SES backgrounds. 

As aforementioned, prior studies have shown that SES is linked to EF performance (Hackman 

et al., 2015; Hartanto et al., 2019). Analyzing the link between SES and EF cross-culturally 

could shed further light on the mechanisms through which contextual factors linked to SES 

(e.g., material resources, frequency of cognitively stimulating experiences, and verbal guidance 

and scaffolding by parents) influence EF development in children. To illustrate, a follow-up 

study to the current dissertation might specifically sample children from high-SES and low-

SES backgrounds from Hong Kong and Germany. Consequently, such a study could examine 

the research question: Are low-SES similarly linked to lower EF performance in children from 

Hong Kong and Germany? Differing patterns of results might offer new clues as to possible 

buffering context factors, which might in turn inform interventions aiming to improve EF of at-

risk children. 
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Measurement of inhibitory control 

The third point I want to underline concerns the measurement of the EF sub-facets. The 

previously documented cross-national differences in children’s EF development have been 

recorded most consistently relating to the EF facet of inhibition (see Study I). Against this 

background, the identified null result for inhibition in Study III is particularly surprising. This 

inconsistency might be linked to divergence between the measures used to assess inhibition. 

The child-friendly Stroop task we used in the current study required considerable cognitive 

inhibition, whereas many measures of inhibition previously implemented in cross-national 

research have typically required more behavioral inhibition. For instance, the Head-Toes-

Knees-Shoulders task (Ponitz et al., 2008) and the Luria’s Hand Game (Luria et al., 1964), 

which both primarily assess behavioral inhibition, were administered as measures of inhibition 

in many previous cross-national EF studies reviewed in Study I. Therefore, the East Asian 

advantage with regard to inhibition presumably might be a function of behavioral inhibition. 

As aforementioned, in East Asian culture behavioral inhibition in children is strongly 

encouraged by parents, caregivers, and teachers, leading back to the strong influence of 

Confucianism on East Asian culture, which emphasizes the practice of self-control (Chao & 

Tseng, 2002; Rao et al., 2014; Sun & Rao, 2017). The development of purely cognitive 

inhibition, on the other hand, might in fact be more similar in children across Western and East 

Asian cultural contexts than suggested by previous research findings. In order to test this 

hypothesis, further cross-national research conjoining multiple measures of both cognitive and 

behavioral facets of inhibition is necessary. 

5.3 Limitations and directions for future research 

Throughout the current chapter I have touched on a number of limitations of the current 

dissertation and outlined ideas for follow-up research. Yet, for the purpose of clearness, I 

summarize the key limitations in brief below.  

First, measurement invariance was established only for the preschool sample (Study II), 

however not specifically analyzed prior to the conducted group comparison at primary school 

age (Study III). Second, Study II did not provide a group comparison of EF performance across 

the two contexts at preschool age, due to ambiguities regarding the socioeconomic background 

of the recruited preschool children. Third, both studies deployed a cross-sectional design. Hence, 

no information regarding children’s development over the course of the early and middle 

childhood can be derived. Forth, the overall sample size of both studies was relatively small, 
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thus limiting the generalizability of the results. Fifth, Study II and Study III, like the majority 

of previously published cross-cultural studies on EF, focused exclusively on children from 

middle-class communities. This strategy, however, limits the generalizability of the reported 

results. Sixth, each of the administered EF tasks in Study II and Study III was designed to assess 

one domain of EF. Ideally, multiple indicators of each domain should have been implemented 

to enable a more multifaceted assessment of the specific domains. Lastly, only direct 

assessment tasks were used to measure EF, omitting parent and teacher ratings of EF. 

From my point of view, these limitations offer specific references for future research. Hence, 

below I summarize key ideas regarding potential follow-up studies to the current dissertation, 

which address the identified open questions. Ideally, a follow-up study would assess EF 

performance in children from Hong Kong and Germany longitudinally and focus on the 

transition from preschool to primary school. Longitudinal measurement invariance would need 

to be established first before contrasting EF performance in the two contexts across the 

preschool and primary school years. In addition, a combination of multiple direct assessment 

tasks as well as parent and teacher ratings within one research design should be administered. 

Moreover, empirical assessment of the variations in context factors in Hong Kong and Germany 

should be prioritized by also conducting standardized classroom observations in both contexts 

to systematically document EF related behavior shown by teachers, e.g., scaffolding practices. 

Finally, the inclusion of specific subsamples from low and high SES backgrounds within the 

two contexts presents an additional exciting approach for future research. 

5.4 Conclusion 

In sum, the findings of the current dissertation provide strong evidence supporting the relevance 

of taking the cultural context into account when assessing EF development across early and 

middle childhood. The findings also highlight the need for increased cultural sensitivity. 

Against the background of the identified cross-cultural variation in children’s EF development, 

it seems imprudent to simply assume generalizability of findings on children’s EF identified in 

a specific cultural context without prior replication in other contexts. The three publications 

each offer new and relevant information, yet they should really be seen as a starting point to 

further investigation. In particular, the current findings highlight the need for longitudinal 

assessment of EF development across cultural contexts. Furthermore, aiming to enhance our 

understanding of the pathways through which cultural contexts influences EF, future research 

could benefit from administering classroom observations and focusing specifically on parents’ 

and teachers’ beliefs regarding EF and EF related behavior.  
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